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iPREFACE
This non-interpretive report contains the results of 90 tests on cir-
cular and oblong puddle weld connections. The connections involved test
specimens constructed of flat steel plates and thin connecting sheets of
varying thicknesses (10 to 28 gage) with the welds to be studied fonning
the bond between them. Testing consisted of tensile loading to ultimate
failure.
This work was carried out under contract with the Engineering Division
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The purpose of this report is to present the results of 90 tests on pud-
dIe welded connections.* The tests were conducted to augment previous studies
of this series by providing further data on puddle welds (Ref. 1, 2). Four
variables were investigated: edge distance, weld diameter, maximtnn cover
plate thickness, and the use of oblong welds.
As shown in Figures 1 through 3, the specimens were fabricated by but-
ting together two heavy plates (CP) and connecting them by puddle-welding
cover plates (A-B and C-D) to their adjacent "top" and "bottom" surfaces. The
connected plates were 7/16" thick, hot-rolled A36 steel plates. Since they
are much stronger than the cover plates, they were not considered as variables.
The connection sheets ranged in thickness from 0.0187" ~ 0.0003 to 0.1382" ~
0.008; that is, from 10 to 28 gage as defined in Table 17 of ASTM AS2S-73.**
Single and double thickness cover plates were used. All specimens were tested
under a monontonically increasing static tensile load.
II MATERIAL
Seven different cover plate gages were investigated: 10, 12, 14, 18, 22,
24, and 28. .All except the 24 and 28 gage sheets were of ASTM A446, Grade A steel
The 24 and 28 gage sheets were ASTM A446, Grade E. .All welds were made with
E60l0 Fleetweld SP electrodes.
III NOTATION
Unless othenvise stated in this text, notations, variables, procedures
and weld configurations are similar to those defined and used in References 1,
2, and 3. Specific notation is as follows:
*AWS A 3.0-76, ''Welding Terms and Definitions", refers to these as "arc spot" or
"arc seam" welds. For simplicity, the commonly accepted trade term ''puddle
weld" will be used in this report as a generic descriptor of these welds.
**
.All use of the term "gage" in this report is in accordance with the definition
in ASTM AS2S-73.
23.1 Specimen Designation
All specimens are typically designated as:
*A AlB 12/7 D(D-C) 1
where the tenns are as defined in the following chart:
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3.2 Failure MOde Designation
The designations used to describe various failure modes of tested specimens
3are as follows. [Note: several of these modes are indicated diagrammatically
in Figure 1.]
PC - Plate tearing along or adjacent to the weld contour.
PS - Longitudinal shearing of the cover plates along practically parallel planes
whose distance equals the diameter of the puddle weld, similar to plate
shearing failures observed in bolted connections (Reference 4).
PB - Shearing-tearing in two distinctly inclined planes with considerable piling
up of the cover plate material in front of the puddle weld, similar to
plate bearing failures observed in bolted connections (Reference 4).
PT - Transverse cover plate tearing, possibly at an angle to the applied stress.
PL - Out of plane plastic deformations, which may accompany the other modes of
failure.
WS - Shearing of the weld material.
W - Any weld failure other than WS. An example is the failure caused by a peel-
ing action due to the bending of the cover plate.
3.3 List of Symbols
0y - Yield stress of cover plate material
0Ult - Ultimate strength of cover plate material
0yt - Py/Ac
Ott - Pult/Ac
0ta - Tensile strength of electrode-presumed to be 68.0 ksi for comparison with
Ref. 1 (no tests made)
L
sa
- Presumptive shear strength of electrode - 0ta//3 = 39.2 ksi (see Ref. 1)
L su - PultlAn (for sheared welds)
_ ~ a = Presumptive shear strength of cover plate material (suggested
LSU :J ult
by Blodgett, Ref. 5)
A
c
- Total cross-sectional area of the cover plates
4Ag - The gross area of the faying surface of 2 sheared welds
An - The net area of the faying surface of 2 sheared welds
Py - Yield load (of a specimen)
Pult - Ultimate load (of a specimen)
Lpl - Length of cover plate
0u - Total elongation of ultimate load
d - Visible weld diameter (see Figures 1 and 2 - subscripts denote
specific welds)
dw - Average visible weld diameter (of a specimen)
da - dw minus the thickness of one or two cOIUlecting plates (single
and double plate connections, respectively)
deg - Diameter of a circle of area Ag
den - Diameter of a circle of area An
e - Edge distance (see Figures 1, 2, and 3 - subscripts denote
specific welds)
eab , ecd - Average edge distance for cover plates A-B and C-D, respectively
Lob - Visible oblong weld width, measured between half-circle centers
(see Figure 3 - subscripts denote specific welds)
dab - Visible oblong weld thickness (see Figure 3 - subscripts denote
specific welds)
s - Width of cover plate(s) (see Figures 1, 2, and 3)
t - Thickness of cover plate(s) minus the thickness of galvanizing
(see Figures 1, 2, and 3 - subscripts denote A-B or C-D
cover plate)
5IV TEST PROGRAM
Table 1 sUImllarizes the types and number of specimens tested. The nomen-
clature used is as defined in Section 3.1.
All specimens were fabricated in Cornell University shops following pro-
cedures developed and prescribed by Mr. J. R. Stitt, welding consultant.
All specimens were tested on a Baldwin Southwark hydraulic testing machine
under a static monotonically increasing load. All connection tests were con-
ducted using an autographic extensometer and the deformation was measured over
a length equal to (Lpl+l) inches. From the load deformation curves, the deforma-
tion au' at ultimate load Pult ' was recorded.
6V TEST DATA AND RESULTS
5.1 Test Data and Tabulation of Results
The results of tensile coupon tests on each thickness of cover plate mater-
ial are listed in Table 2.
Table 3 contains the basic measured geometrical data for all of the speci-
mens tested.
Basic information on failure loads and failure modes is contained in Table
4. Data for two specimens are not recorded. For specimen A AlB 12/7 C(E-AA)l,
failure due to weld shear occurred as the specimen was being placed in the ma-
chine, under a very small load. The shear area was found to be very small. For
specimen B AlB 14/7 D(D-E)3, the testing machine malfunctioned and the failure
load was not recorded. Note also that specimen *A AlB 22/7 Yl had an inordinately
low failure load due to cover plate burn-through along one side of a weld.
For cases in which failure was by simple weld shear, the quantity Twas
su
calculated as described in the discussion of Table 6 in Section 5.2 to follow.
Figure 4 shows a typical PC+PS+W type of failure. In Figure 5, four defin-
able modes have contributed to the failure (PC+W+PS+PL). Figure 6 illustrates
the large out-of-plane plastic deformation that may occur. Figures 7 and 8 show
pure weld shear. All connections failed primarily in one of the following modes:
weld shearing, plate tearing, and plate shearing. All single-sheet connections
using 10 and 12 gage cover plate material and all double-sheeted 14 gage connec-
tions failed in weld shear. All single sheet 18 gage specimens failed primarily
by plate tearing along the weld toe contour as did most of the double sheet 18
gage specimens. The remainder of the double sheet 18 gage specimens failed in a
combination of plate tearing and weld shearing. Plate shearing, along the sides
of the weld, was primarily responsible for the failure of single sheet 24 and
double sheet 28 gage specimens.
Failures for the oblong welded specimens were primarily combinations of
7parallel and transverse plate tearing for all connections tested, with some
plate shearing occurring in the single-sheeted 18 gage specimens.
Typical load-deformation curves are shown in Figures 9 through 12.
5.2 Discussion of Test Results
Table 5 is a summary of results. To facilitate comparisons with previous
studies it is presented in the same form as that used for summarizing results
in Reference 1.
Results are summarized in a somewhat different form in Table 6. In this
table, two columns, labelled Ag and An' have been added to the experimental
data. A is the faying surface area of the two sheared welds for cases ing
which such failure occurred. A is the corresponding net area; that is, A
n g
minus the porosity of the faying surface weld metal. The area measurements
were made by tracing the perimeter of the weld metal at the faying surface with
a planimeter and then estimating porosity by tracing the perimeter of all voids
in this metal. These measurements were made for every weld shear failure. The
ultimate shearing stress, LSU ' tabulated in Table 4, was obtained by dividing
Pult by An·
In Reference 5, Mr. Orner Blodgett has proposed two equations for predicting
the ultimate strength of puddle welded connections for both plate tearing and
plate shearing types of failure. He suggests that when d/t < 240/;cr-, failurey
will be by transverse tearing and the failure load may be estimated by the formu-
la:
Pult = 2(2.2) tda ault . (1)
When d/t > 240/~, he suggests that failure will be by longitudinal tearing and
buckling and may be estimated by the formula:
Pult = 2(1.4) tda ault . (2)
Based on the results of the present series of tests, the authors suggest
8that weld shear failures may be predicted by the formula:
'IT 2 3
Pul t = 2(iden) ("(Juln) (3)
where crultw is the nominal tensile strength of the deposited weld metal. For
E60 electrodes this would be taken as 60 ksi. To establish d , the previousIven .
mentioned areas A and A were converted to circles of the same area. A leastg n
squares best fit approach was applied to the experimental data to determine the
equations relating plate thickness, t, and the visible weld diameter, d, to the
diameters of these gross and net areas, d and d . The resulting equations
eg en
are
den = 0.7d - 1.5 t
d = 0.8Sd - 2teg
(4)
(5)
The degree of correlation is illustrated in Figures 13 and 14.
Blodgett also proposes in Ref. 5 that failure for oblong welds will result
from the yielding of the cover plates along the length of the weld Lob in shear
and along the two half-circle ends of the weld in tension/compression. Based
on his criteria, the ultimate load on the oblong weld specimens can be estimated
by the formula:
Pult = Lult Eta (Lob + 1.6 dob) (6)
where Et is the sum of the AB and CD cover plate thicknesses. Table 7 stmnnarizes
the results of the oblong weld tests and includes the predicted ultimate loads as
given by Equation (6).
VI CONCLUSIONS
1) The three prevalent failure modes appeared to segregate themselves ac-
cording to cover plate thickness. Shearing of the welds was seen to be the
dominant mode for the thicker gage specimens (from 10 gage on down to some of





sheet 18 gage and most double-sheet 18 gage specimens. For the thinner-gage
connections (i.e., all single-sheet 24 gage and double-sheet 28 gage specimens),
plate shearing appeared to be responsible for failure.
2) Observed strengths were seen to have a large range of values in all
circular-weld specimens and a moderate range in the oblong-weld specimens.
For the circular-weld conne.:tions;
yield strength, ° t' averaged 0.61 ° with a range of 0.22 °Y Y Y
to 0.84"Oy'
tensile strength, Ott' averaged 0.51 0y while ranging between
0.18 0Ult to 0.71 0ult'
shear strength of the welds, T su' averaged 1. 31 T sa with a
range of 0.97 T sa to 1. 75 T sa'
For the oblong weld connections, the observed ultimate tensile load, P
ult '
averaged 1.39 times the value predicted by Eq. (6), while ranging between
1.25 and 1.61 times the predictions.
10
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WELDED CONNECTIONS STIJDIED IN TIUS INVESTIGATION
Specimen Designation No. of Specimens
Group 1 A A/B 12/7 D(B-C) 3
(Effects of Edge Distance) A NB 12/7 D(F-C) 2
A NB 12/7 D(E-C) 2
A A/B 18/7 D(B-C) 3
A NB 18/7 D(F-C) 3
A A/B 18/7 D(E-C) 3
B NB 14/7 D(A-C) 2
B NB 14/7 D(D-C) 2
B NB 14/7 D(F-C) 2
B A/B 18/7 D(A-C) 3
B NB 18/7 D(D-C) 3
B NB 18/7 D(F-C) 3
A A/B 12/7 D(AA-C) 3
A NB 18/7 D(BB-C) 2
- 36
Group 2 A A/B 12/7 C(E-AA) 2
(Effects of Weld Diameter) A NB 12/7 D(E-D) 3
A A/B 18/7 C(E-AA) 3
A E/B 24/7 C(E-AA) 3
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C) 3
B NB 14/7 D(D-E) 3
B E/B 28/7 C(C-AA) 3
B NB 18/7 C(D-AA) 2
B NB 18/7 D(D-D) 3
- 2S
Group 3 A A/B 10/7 D(E-CC) 2
~imum Cover Plate Thick- A NB 10/7 DeE-E) 2
ness) B NB 14/7 D(E-D) 2
- 6
Group 4 A NB 18/7 X 3
(Oblong Welds) ANB 18/7 Y 2
A NB 22/7 X 3
A A/B 22/7 Y 3
B NB 18/7 X 3
B NB 18/7 Y 3
B NB 22/7 X 3





COVER PLATE MATERIAL TEST RESULTS




















Average Yield Stress 38.6 ksi Average Ultimate Stress 48.8 ksi













Average Yield Stress 41.05 Average Ultimate Stress 54.09 ksi













Average Yield Stress 39.0 ksi Average Ultimate Stress 47.6 ksi













Average Yield Stress 47.2 ksi Average Ultimate Stress 59.0 ksi













Average Yield Stress 42.6 ksi Average Ultimate Stress 50.0 ksi
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Table 2 (continued)
























Average Yield Stress 106.8 ksi Average U1timat~ Stress 107.6 ksi
* 28 gage A446 Grade E Steel *
Yield stress (1 test) = 102.1 ksi




COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS VISIBLE WELD DIAMETERS
PLATE A-B PLATE C-D
Specimen Width Edge TIlick. Width Edge Thick. (d)a (d)b (d)c (d) d dI~signation Dist. Dist. (ave~age
S e
ab tab S ecd ted
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in.
CROUP 1 - EFFECTS OF EDGE DISTANCE
A AlB 12/7 D(B-C)l 4.02 1. 20 .101 4.02 1.20 .101 0.91 0.85 0.93 0.91 0.90
A AlB 12/7 D(B-C) 2 4.01 1.27 .101 4.01 1.24 .101 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.97 0.92 ......Q\
A AlB 12/7 D(B-C)3 4.01 1.27 .102 4.01 1.12 .102 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.98 0.92
A A/B 12/7 D(F-C)l 4.01 2.08 .101 4.01 1.87 .101 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.90 0.92
A AlB 12/7 D(F-C)2 4.02 2.05 .101 4.02 2.04 .101 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.95
A AlB 12/7 D(E-C)1 4.01 1.52 .101 4.01 1.58 .101 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.88 0.95
A AlB 12/7 D(E-C) 2 4.01 1. 57 .102 4.01 1.41 .101 0.93 1.03 0.96 1.01 0.98
A A/B 18/7 D(B-C) 1 4.00 1. 28 .047 4.00 1.33 .047 0.79 0.89 0.78 0.75 0.80
A A/B 18/7 D(B-C) 2 4.00 1.39 .047 4.00 1.17 .047 0.90 0.80 0.71 0.92 0.85
A A/B 18/7 D(B-C) 3 4.00 1. 27 .047 4.00 1. 28 .047 0.75 0.77 0.78 0.84 0.79
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C)l 4.00 2.12 .047 4.00 1.99 .047 0.77 0.90 0.81 0.78 0.82
A A/B 18/7 D(F-C)2 4.00 2.11 .047 4.00 2.10 .047 0.87 0.83 0.86 0.79 0.84
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C) 3 4.00 1. 85 .047 4.00 2.07 .047 0.84 0.89 0.80 0.85 0.85
A A/B 18/7 D(E-C) 1 4.00 1. 76 .046 4.00 1.61 .047 0.85 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.87
A AlB 18/7 D(E-C) 2 4.00 1. 65 .046 4.00 1.71 .047 0.93 0.86 0.78 0.76 0.83




COVER PLATE DIlvlENSIONS VISIBLE WELD DIAMETERS
PLATE A-B PLATE C-D
Specimen Width Edge 111ick. Width Edge Thick. (d)a (d)b (d)c (d)d dwDesignation Dist. Dist. (average
S eab tab S ecd ted
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in.
)
GROUP 1 - EFFECTS OF EDGE DISTANCE (continued)
B AlB 14/7 D(A-C)l 4.01 0.99 .153 4.01 1.00 .154 0.99 0.98 1.03 1.02 1.01
B A/B 14/7 D(A-C)2 4.01 1.03 .154 4.01 0.88 .155 LOS 1.11 1.02 .....1.12 1.08 --..l
B AlB 14/7 D(D-C)l 4.00 1. 58 .153 4.00 1.42 .154 1.01 1.09 1.06 0.99 1.04
B A/B 14/7 D(D-C)2 4.00 1.32 .153 4.00 1.33 .155 0.94 1.03 0.87 0.94 0.95
B AlB 14/7 D(F-C)l 4.00 2.02 .153 4.00 1.96 .155 0.89 1.07 1.03 1.01 1.00
B A/B 14/7 D(F-C)2 4.00 1.96 .153 4.00 2.07 .153 0.98 0.92 0.91 1.01 0.96
B A/B 18/7 D(A-C)l 4.00 1.14 .095 4.00 1.00 .093 0.91 0.88 0.97 1.09 0.96
B A/B 18/7 D(A-C)2 4.00 1.04 .095 4.00 1.10 .092 1.09 0.89 0.99 1.01 1.00
B A/B 18/7 D(A-C)3 4.00 1.09 .093 4.00 1. 26 .095 0.98 0.85 0.99 0.96 0.95
B A/B 18/7 D(D-C)l 4.00 1.66 .092 4.00 1.48 .093 0.92 1.31 0.93 0.88 1.01
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C)2 4.00 1.69 .093 4.00 1. 37 .095 0.95 0.96 0.89 0.95 0.94
B A/B 18/7 D(D-C)3 4.00 1.47 .093 4.00 1.40 .095 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.92
B A/B 18/7 D(F-C)l 3.99 2.01 .093 3.99 2.09 .093 0.95 0.99 1. 20 1.02 1.04
B A/B 18/7 D(F-C)2 4.00 2.13 .093 4.00 1.86 .092 0.98 0.98 1.04 1.07 1.02
B A/B 18/7 D(F-C)3 3.99 2.00 .092 3.99 1.98 .092 0.99 0.96 1.01 0.97 0.98
A AlB 12/7 D(M-C)l 4.00 0.61 .101 4.00 0.85 .101 1.01 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.04
A A/B 12/7 D(M-C)2 4.00 0.65 .101 4.00 0.71 .101 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.99 0.96
A A/B 12/7 D(M-C)3 4.00 0.57 .101 4.00 0.71 .101 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.90
A AlB 18/7 D(lm-C) 1 3.99 0.77 .0479 3.99 0.83 .0477 0.83 0.86 0.89 0.80 0.85
A A/B 18/7 D(B1~-C) 2 4.00. 0.82 .0478 4.00 0.88 .0478 0.72 0.74 0.78 0.77 0.75
Table 3 (continued)
PUDDLE WELDS
GE(1\1EI'RI C.AL DIMENS IONS
COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS VISIBLE WELD DIAMETERS
PLATE A-B PLATE C-D
Specimen Width Edge Thick. Width Edge Thick. (d)a (d)b (d)c (d)d dwDesignation Dist. nist. (average
S eab tab S ecd \d
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in.
--"--
)
GROlW 2 - EFFECTS OF WELD DIAMtiER
A A/B 12/7 C(E-M)l 4.00 1.57 .101 4.00 1.63 .102 0.81 0.78 0.88 0.85 0.83
A A/B 12/7 C(E-M)2 4.00 1. 57 .101 4.00 1.64 .101 0.78 0.88 0.79 0.95 0.85 l-'00
A AlB 12/7 D(E-D)l 4.00 1.46 .101 4.00 1.61 .101 0.95 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.00
A AlB 12/7 D(E-D)2 4.00 1.69 .101 4.00 1.66 .101 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97
A A/B 12/7 D(E-D) 3 4.00 1.62 .101 4.00 1.68 .101 0.97 0.96 0.98 1.03 0.99
A A/B 18/7 C(E-M)l 4.00 1.65 .0471 4.00 1.60 .0474 0.63 0.62 0.65 0.67 0.64
A A/B 18/7 C(E-M) 2 4.00 1.62 .0468 4.00 1.66 .0462 0.60 0.61 0.68 0.60 0.62
A A/B 18/7 C(E-M)3 4.00 1.64 .0463 4.00 1.69 .0468 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.61 0.65
A E/B 24/7 C(E-M) 1 4.00 1.53 .0239 4.00 1. 56 .0241 0.59 0.54 0.55 0.49 0.54
A E/B 24/7 C(E-M)2 4.00 1.56 .0240 4.00 1.65 .0239 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.52 0.56
A E/B 24/7 C(E-M)3 4.00 1.57 .0240 4.00 1. 56 .0239 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.52 0.56
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C)l 4.00 1. 53 .0240 4.00 1.60 .0240 0.68 0.77 0.72 0.70 0.72
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C)2 4.00 1. 53 .0242 4.00 1.56 .0239 0.67 0.77 0.75 0.64 0.71
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C)3 4.00 1. 51 .0240 4.00 1.61 .0240 0.76 0.79 0.69 0.67 0.73
B A/B 14/7 D(D-E)l 4.00 1.34 .152 4.00 1.57 .154 1. 21 1.13 1.17 1.11 1.16
B AlB 14/7 D(D-E)2 4.00 1.42 .153 4.00 1. 57 .153 1. 09 1.05 1. 30 1. 25 1.17




COVER PLATE DItvlENSIONS VISIBLE WELD DIAMETERS
PLATE A-B PLATE C-D
Specimen Width Edge 111ick. Width Edge Thick. (d)a (d)b (d)c (d)d dwDesignation Dist. Dist. (average)
S eab tab S eed ted
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in. in.
GROUP 2 - EFFECTS OF WELD DIAMETER (continued)
B E/B 28/7 C(C-M)l 4.00 1. 30 .0392 4.00 1. 31 .0390 0.75 0.69 0.71 0.64 0.70 ....
B E/B 28/7 C(C-M)2 4.00 1.29 .0390 4.00 1.26 .0394 0.72 0.78 0.76 0.61 0.72 <0
B E/B 28/7 C(C-M) 3 4.00 1. 28 .0392 4.00 1.33 .0390 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.67 0.73
B AlB 18/7 C(D-M)l 4.00 1. 36 .0940 4.00 1.44 .0927 0.68 0.75 0.78 0.78 0.75
B AlB 18/7 C(D-M)2 4.00 1. 32 .0934 4.00 1.48 .0935 0.70 0.69 0.76 0.81 0.74
B A/B 18/7 D(D-D)l 4.00 1. 56 .0938 4.00 1.40 .0942 1.32 1.12 1.16 1. 21 1.20
B AlB 18/7 D(D- D) 2 4.00 1.41 .0936 4.00 1.45 .0936 1.12 1.13 1.28 1.31 1.20
B A/B 18/7 D(D-D) 3 4.00 1. 35 .0931 4.00 1.45 .0937 1.08 1.18 1.22 1.31 1.20
GROUP 3 - MAXIHIM COVER PLATE 1HICKNESS
A AlB 10/7 D(E-CC)1 4.00 1. 55 .1388 4.00 1.61 .1388 1.06 1.00 1.04 1.05 1.04
A AlB 10/7 D(E-CC)2 4.00 1.63 .1391 4.00 1. 59 .1391 1.07 0.99 1.11 1.04 1.05
A A/B 10/7 D(E-E)l 4.00 1.59 .1391 4.00 1. 54 .1393 1.15 1.13 1.11 1.16 1.14
A A/B 10/7 D(E-E)2 4.00 1. 52 .1394 4.00 1.64 .1396 1. 27 1.]8 1.20 1.31 1.24
B A/B 14/7 D(E- D) 1 4.00 1.44 .152 4.00 1.67 .]53 0.98 1.10 1.12 1.12 1.09




COVER PLATE DIt<F.NSICNS VISIBLE WELD DIMENSIONS
Lob
PLATE A-B PLATE C-D (Lob)a (Loh)b (Lob)c (Lob)d a;-
Speeimen Width Edge Thick. Width Edge Thick. (dob)a lQb~ (dob)d Average
Designat ion Dist. Dist.
'WRfW- Lepag\h ~~ ~S S ted 1 t WI t WI t WI t WI teat> \b ecl! in. in. in. in. in.
in. in. in. in. in. in. -.- ..-- ~ ~ in.In. In.
--~._-
GROllI' 4 - ORU)N(; WEI.IlS
------------_._----------
1.92 1.88 2.00 1.964.00 1. 78 .047 2.03A A/B 18/7 Xl 4.00 1. 70 .048 lJ.59" u:"5"8" u:n If:""01f u:"5"8" N
0
1.66 .047 2.02 1.74 1.90 1.87 1.88A NB 18/7 X2 4.00 1. 81 .047 4.00 0:-58 if.OO o:n o:n lJ.OJ
.047 2.00 1. 97 2.09 1.96 2.01A A/B 18/7 X3 4.00 1.73 .047 4.00 1.80 lJ."5ir {J.4g" {J.4g" lJ."5O lJ.5'l
1.47 1.43 1.25 1.28 1.36
A NB 18/7 Yl 4.00 1. 53 .047 4.00 1.59 .047 o:-st lJ.5T -o.-so "If:""S8 If.54
.046 1.35 1.34 1. 34 1. 28 1.33A A/II 11:1/7 Y3 4.00 1. 54 .046 4.00 1.61 ~ if.OO u:"5"8" (J.5f "If:""S8
--- -._- ---_ .._~ -- _.- .- --- - .- - - -,-~--.,..•.---_._.__._----------~.------- 2.44 2.18 1.82 2.17 2.15
A Nil 22/7 Xl 4.00 1. 41 .030 4.00 1.64 .030 Q."19 D.49 (J.TI ll.47 0.47
2.03 2.27 2.20 2.33 2.21
A A/B 22/7 X2 4.00 1. 56 .030 4.00 1.49 .030 If.4L ~ If.""5I 0.43 ll.47
1.81 2.14 1.91 1.95 1. 95
A IVB ZZ/7 X~\ 4.00 1.65 .030 4.00 1.65 .029 lJ.4L 0:-45" iJ.4f <r.N If.4l
1.29 1.41 1.27 1.46 1. 36




COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS VISIBLE WELD DIMENSIONS
PLATE A-B
Lob
PLATE C-D (LobJa (Lob)b (Lob)c (Lob)d ~
Specimen Width Edge Thick. Width Edge Thick. (dob)a lQb (dob)c (dob)d Average
Designation Dist. Dist.
Length Le,Hih Length Le.11f ~S \b S eed ted WI(Iffl Wl t lffifi11 Wl t Wl teab in. in. in. in. in.
in. in. in. in. in. in. in. In:- ..--- Iii:" -r-In. 111.
GROUP 4 - OBWNG WELDS
A A/B 22/7 Y2
A AlB 22/7 Y3
----
B AlB 18/7 Xl
B AlB 18/7 X2
B A/B 18/7 X3
B A/B 18/7 Yl
B AlB 18/7 Y2
B AlB 18/7 Y3
B A/B 22/7 Xl
B A/B 22/7 X2
(continued)
1.33 1.29 1.31 1. 25 1.304.00 2.02 .030 4.00 1.99 .028 G.42 0:40 0.35 0.44 0.40 NI-'
1.18 1.28 1.35 1.15 1.244.00 2.10 .029 4.00 2.06 .030 lJ.'SO 0:« D.4I D.39 0:-«
1.97 2.02 2.28 1.98 1.914.00 1. 81 .094 4.00 1.67 .094 D.04 0:00 o:os- D.bO o:os
1.93 1.82 2.08 1.82 1.914.00 1. 76 .094 4.00 1. 79 .094 [J.1l lJ.7j lJ.OU o.n rJ.09
1.96 1.92 2.13 2.02 2.014.00 1.80 .093 4.00 1. 75 .094 Q.07 o.or Q.07 -o-:lU D.04
1.57 1.27 1.18 1.18 1.304.00 1.37 .094 4.00 1.61 .093 lJ.S4 0:-59 0:07 o:ss 0:00
1. 50 1.42 1.34 1. 28 1.394.00 1.61 .092 4.00 1. 54 .093 0:59 0:00 0.54 D:6O 0.58
1.42 1. 27 1.48 1.43 1.404.00 1.72 .093 4.00 1.54 .093 lJ.S4 IT39 o:ss lJ.59 rJ."58
2.16 2.02 1.93 2.14 2.064.00 1.61 .060 4.00 1.62 .060 0:44 if.48 if.48 D.43 D:4O




COVER PLATE DIMENSIONS VISIBLE WELD DIMENSIONS
PLATE A-B PLATE C-D
Lob
(Lob)a (Lob)b (Lob)c (Lob)d ~
Specimen Width Edge Thick. Width Edge Thick. (dob)a ~ (dob)c (dob)d Average
Designation Dist. Dist. Length Length Length Length Le'dg~l
S tab S t
"WWfJl lffiJtfl "WWfJl widtIl WI t
eab ecd cd in. in. in. in. in.
in. in. in. in. in. in. ..-- in. 'iii":- m:- in.In.
,.
Group 4 - OBLONG WELDS (continued)
2.06 2.18 2.03 1.98 2.06
B NB 22/7 X3 4.00 1.63 .060 4.00 1.71 .060 (f.4i 0:53 D.43 D.4'T If.48
1.26 1.42 N1.94 1. 24 1.24 N
B NB 22/7 Yl 4.00 2.01 .060 4.00 2.11 .060 (J.4O If.45" o:sr o:so iJ."5O
1.18 1. 26 1. 34 1.17 1. 24
B NB 22/7 Y2 4.00 2.06 .060 4.00 2.01 .060 o:sr iJ.4i '(f.4g' D.41 Jr:lf9





AV. MATERIAL PROPS. lDADS S'rnESSI:S
COVER PLATE WELD COVER PLATE WELD
Area of Def. at t-Dde Failure
Critical Yield Ult. Shear Yield Ult. Yield Ult. Weld Final of Occurred
Specimen Section Str. Str. Str. of Shear Load Failure at Welds
Designation Weld
A 0y °Ult Tsa Py Pult ayt Ott TsU 6fc
sq. in. bi ksi ksi kips kips ksi ksi ksi in. Type
GnOIJP 1 - EFH;CrS OF EIX;E 1lI STANCE
--
A Alii 12/7 Il(B-C)l .!l12 41.05 54.90 39.20 20.60 46.8 - WS B+C
A A/ii 12/7 D(B-C)l .810 41.05 54.90 39.20 24.80 60.5 WS A+C
A AlB 12/7 D(B-C)3
.818 41.05 54.90 39.20 20.30 54.9 WS B+C
A Alii 12/7 !l(f-C)I .810 41.05 54.90 39.20 24.10 50.2 - WS B+D
A AlB 12/7 D(F-C)2
.812 41. 05 54.90 39.20 24.90 47.0 WS A+C
A AlB 12/7 LJ(I:-C) 1
.Illi 41. 05 54.90 39.20 24.10 W+lvS A+D
1\ AlB 12/7 D(E-C)2 .810 41. 05 54.90 39.20 23.30 24.10 45.5 WS A+C
--~._._--_.~---~. --_._---~------
A A/B 18/7 ll(ii-C)1
.379 47.24 59.00 39.20 10.60 11.70 28.0 30.9 1.02 PC+PL+W A+D
A AlB 18/7 Il(B-C)2
.378 47.24 59.00 39.20 9.950 9.950 26.3 26.3 0.92 PC+PL+W B+C
A AlB 18/7 D(B-C)3
.379 47.24 59.00 39.20 9.660 9.680 25.5 25.5 0.70 PC+PL+PS+lv A+C
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C)!
.377 47.24 59.00 39.20 11.10 11.10 29.4 29.4 0.97 PC+W+PS+PL A+D
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C)2
.377 47.24 59.00 39.20 10.84 12.66 29.0 33.6 1.05 PC+W+PS+PL A+D
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C)3
.375 47.24 59.00 39.20 11. 72 11.80 31. 3 31. 5 0.60 PC+PL+W B+C
A AlB 18/7 D(E-C)I
.372 47.24 59.00 39.20 9.70 9.74 26.1 26.2 0.66 PC+W+PL A+O
A AlB 18/7 D(E-C)2 .372 47.24 59.00 39.20 11.50 11. 50 30.9 30.9 0.99 PC+W+PL B+D
A AlB 18/7 lJ(l;-C) 3




AV. MATERIAL PROPS. LOADS STRESSES I
COVER PLATE I'ffiLD (XlVER PLATE WELD
Area of Def. at MJde Failure
Critical Yield VIt. Shear Yield UIt. Yield Ult. Weld Final of Occurred
Specimen Section Str. Str. Str. of Shear Load Failure at Welds
T)esignation Weld
A a ault Tsa Py Pult ayt Ott Tsu 6£c y
sq. in. ksi ksi ksi kips kips ksi ksi ksi in. Type
--
GROUP 1 - EFFECrS OF EDGE DISTANcr~ (continued)
--
B AlB 14/7 DCA-C)l 1. 23 39.04 47.63 39.20 17.20 46.7 WS A+D N
B A/B 14/7 D(A-C)2 1. 23 39.04 47.63 39.20 20.90 48.6 WS A+D ..,.
B AlB 14/7 D(D-C)l 1. 23 39.04 47.63 39.20 16.10 53.7 WS B+C
B A/B 14/7 D(D-C)2 1.23 39.04 47.63 39.20 - 11.80 39.1 WS B+D
B AlB 14/7 D(F-C)l 1. 23 39.04 47.63 39.20 14.80 52.9 WS B+D
B AlB 14/7 fl(F-C)2 1. 22 39.04 47.63 39.20 16.50 63.5 WS B+C
B AlB 18/7 D(A-C)l 0.750 47.24 59.00 39.20 22.00 22.40 29.33 29.87 56.0 WS @A A+DPC+PL+W+PT
B AlB 18/7 D(A-C)2 0.747 47.24 59.00 39.20 23.20 24.50 31.06 32.80 PC+PS+PL A+D
B A/B 18/7 D(A-C)3 0.751 47.24 59.00 39.20 21.70 21. 70 28.89 28.89 0.60 PC+PL+W+PS B+C
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C)l 0.742 47.24 59.00 39.20 22.70 23.40 30.59 31. 54 0.38 PC+PS+W+PL A+C
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C)2 0.752 47.24 59.00 39.20 24.10 32.0 0.50 WS+PC+PL A+C
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C)3 0.751 47.24 59.00 39.20 21. 80 22.20 29.0 29.6 0.47 PC+PS+W B+C
B AlB 18/7 D(F-C)l 0.745 47.24 59.00 39.20 23.70 24.90 31.8 33.4 0.38 PC+PS+PL A+D
B A/B 18/7 D(F-C) 2 0.738 47.24 59.00 39.20 24.50 24.50 33.2 33.2 0.38 PC+PL+W+PL A+D
B AlB 18/7 D(F-C)3 0.737 47.24 59.00 39.20 23.50 24.00 31.9 32.6 0.58 PC+PL+W A+C
--_._--_.-
A A/B 12/7 D(M-C)1 0.806 41.05 54.90 39.20 24.50 24.50 68.7 WS B+C
A AlB 12/7 D(M-C)2 0.808 41. 05 54.90 39.20 20.30 22.50 25.1 27 .8 50.0 WS+PS+PB A+C
A AlB 12/7 D(M-C)3 0.809 41. 05 54.90 39.20 14.00 14.00 48.3 WS A+C
A AlB 18/7 o(lm-c)l 0.382 47.24 59.00 39.20 12.56 12.58 32.9 32.9 0.38 PC+PS+W B+D




AV. MATERIAL PROPS. LOADS STRESSES I
COVER PLATE WELD COVER PLATE WELD
Area of De£. at M>de Failure
Critical Yield UIt. Shear Yield VIt. Yield Ult. ll'eld Final of Occurred
Specimen Section Str. Str. Str. of Shear .Load Failure at Welds
Designation Weld
A
c 0y °ult Tsa Py Pu1t 0yt Ott TSU 6£
sq. in. ksi ksi ksi kips kips ksi ksi ksi in. Type
- ._-
r,nOlW 2 - EFFECTS OF lVELD IJINIETER (continued)
B E/13 28/7 C(C-M)l .313 102.1 105.4 39.20 9.14 9.18 29.2 24.3 0.26 PS+PB+W B+D
B E/B 28/7 C(C-M)2 .314 102.1 105.4 39.20 8.84 8.84 28.2 28.2 0.23 PS+PB+W B+D
B E/B 28/7 C(C-M)3 .313 102.1 105.4 39.20 9.42 9.54 30.1 30.5 0.18 PS+PB+W B+D
B A/B 18/7 C(D-M)l .747 47.24 59.00 39.20 17.40 18.90 57.3 WS A+D
B AlB 18/7 C(D-M)2 .748 47.24 59.00 39.20 11.50 12.60 52.1 WS A+C
B A/B 18/7 D(D-D)l .752 47.2 59.0 39.20 28.60 28.60 37.5 38.0 0.38 PC+PS+W B+D
B A/B 18/7 D(D-D)2 .747 47.2 59.00 39.20 29.40 30.10 39.3 40.2 0.41 PC+PS+W B+D
B AlB 18/7 D(D-D)3 .747 47.2 59.00 39.20 29.70 31.00 39.8 41. 5 0.37 PC+PS+W B+D
--
GROOP 3 - Mi\XHUM COVER PLATE ~"<-"-"'ts>
A AlB 10/7 D(E-CC)l 1.110 38.6 48.8 39.20 26.10 26.10 43.5 WS A+D
A AlB 10/7 D(E-CC)2 1.113 38.6 48.8 39.20 20.90 20.90 40.2 WS B+D
A A/B 10/7 D(E-E)1 1.114 38.6 48.8 39.20 34.50 34.50 59.5 WS A+D









GH()\JP 3 - ivL\XHllrl fiVER PIATE,((continued)
AV. MA.TERIAL PROPS. WADS STRESSES I
... COVER PLATE \'IELD COVER PlATE \'IELD
Area of Def. at MJde Failure
. ' Critical Yield Ult. Shear Yield Ult. Yield Ult. Weld Final of Occurred





°ult T Py ' Pu1t 0yt Ott TsU 6£y sa
sq. in. ksi ksi ksi kips kips ksi ksi ksi in. Type
-
----
B NB 14/7 D(E-D)l 1. 220 39.0 47.6 39.20 18.80 18.80 55.3 WS A+C
B NB 14/7 D(E-D)2 1. 228 39.0 47.6 39.20 22.50 22.50 45.9 WS B+C
GROUP 4 - OBLONG \'IE11lS
A A/B 18/7 Xl 0.376 47.24 59.00 39.20 14.20 15.60 37.77 41.49 0.43 PC+PS+PL B+C
A NB 18/7 X2 0.375 47.24 59.00 39.20 14.30 15.50 38.13 41.33 0.42 PC+PT+PS+PL B+D
ANB 18/7 X3 0.374 47.24 59.00 39.20 14.60 15.00 39.04 40.11 0.60 PC+PT+PL A+D
A A/B 18/7 Yl 0.378 47.24 59.00 39.20 12.00 13.10 31.85 34.66 0.36 PC+PT B+D
A AlB 18/7 Y3 0.370 47.24 59.00 39.20 10.86 10.90 29.35 29.46 0.34 PC+PS+W+PT B+C
A A/B 22/7 Xl 0.237 42.62 49.96 39.20 7.40 7.61 31.22 32.11 0.51 PC+PT+PL A+C
A A/B 22/7 X2 0.238 42.62 49.96 39.20 7.46 7.50 31.34 31.51 0.48 PC+PT+PL B
A A/B 22/7 X3 0.236 42.62 49.96 39.20 6.88 7.06 29.15 29.92 0.44 PC+PT+PL A+D
A A/B 22/7 Yl 0.238 42.62 49.96 39.20 3.90 16.39 0.47 PC+PT+W A+C
A A/B 22/7 Y2 0.231 42.62 49.96 39.20 6.02 6.04 26.06 26.15 0.45 PC+PT+PS B+D




AV. MATERIAL PROPS. LOADS STRESSES I
'.. COVER PLATE \'JELD COVER PLATE WELD
Area of Def. at MJde Failure
Critical Yield Ult. Shear Yield Ult. Yield Ult. \~eld Final of Occurred
Specimen Section Str. Str. Str. of Shear .Load Failure at Welds
Designation Weld ; ,
A 0y °ult T Py . Pult ayt Ott TSU 6fc sa
sq. in. ks! ksi ksi kips kips ksi ksi ksi in. Type
-'
.... -- - 0
NGOOUP 4 - OBLON(; m'LDS (cant inuC'd) GO
_.. ,._,....
------
B NB 18/7 Xl 0.752 47.24 59.00 39.20 29.30 30.20 38.96 40.16 0.47 PC+PT+PL B+D
B A/B 18/7 X2 0.748 47.24 59.00 39.20 29.80 31.10 39.84 41.58 - 0.42 PC+PT+W B+D
B A/B 18/7 X3 0.749 47.24 59.00 39.20 29.70 31.00 39.65 41. 39 0.43 PC+PS+PT B+D
B NB 18/7 Yl 0.744 47.24 59.00 39.20 23.80 23.90 31.99 32.12 0.32 PC+W+PT B+D
B A/B 18/7 Y2 0.739 47.24 59.00 39.20 25.10 25.70 33.96 34.78 0.41 PC+W+PT B+C
B A/B 18/7 Y3 0.743 47.24 59.00 39.20 24.30 24.90 32.71 33.51 0.33 PC B
----
R NB 22/7 Xl 0.479 42.62 49.96 39.20 15.30 15.60 31.94 32.57 0.55 PC+PT+PL B+C
B A/B 22/7 X2 0.471 42.62 49.96 39.20 14.90 15.10 31.63 32.06 0.49 PC+PT+PL B+D
B NB 22/7 X3 0.478 42.62 49.96 39.20 15.20 15.40 31.80 32.22 0.51 PC+PT+PL B+D
B NR 22/7 Yl 0.478 42.62 49.96 39.20 12.08 12.10 25.27 25.31 0.41 PC+PT+W B+C
B A/B 22/7 Y2 0.477 42.62 49.96 39.20 12.28 12.40 25.74 26.00 0.46 PC+PT B+ll





r Yield Tensile Shear Def. at Mode of
Specimen Stress Stress Stress ult. Failure
Designation Ratio Ratio Ratio load
°yt/Oy °tt/ou1t 'tsu/'tsa °u Type
GROUP 1 - EFFECTS OF EDGE DISTANCE
A AlB 12/7 D(B-C)l 1.19 WS
A NB 12/7 D(B-C)2 1.54 WS
A A/B 12/7 D(B-C)3 1.40 WS
A AlB 12/7 D(F-C)l 1. 28 WS
A A/B 12/7 D(F-C)2 1. 20 WS
A A/B 12/7 D(E-C)l W+WS
A A/B 12/7 D(E-C)2 1.16 WS
ANB 18/7 D(B-C)l 0.59 0.52 PC+PL+W
A AlB 18/7 D(B-C)2 0.56 0.45 PC+PL+W
ANB 18/7 D(B-C)3 0.54 0.43 PC+PL+PS+W
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C)l 0.62 0.50 PC+W+PS+PL
A AlB 18/7 D(F-C)2 0.61 0.57 PC+W+PS+PL
A A/B 18/7 D(F-C)3 0.66 0.53 PC+W+PL
ANB 18/7 D(E-C)l 0.55 0.44 PC+W+PL
A AlB 18/7 D(E-C)2 0.65 0.52 PC+W+PL
A AlB 18/7 D(E-C)3 0.60 0.48 PC+W+PL
B A/B 14/7 D(A-C) 1 1.19 WS
B NB 14/7 D(A-C) 2 1.24 WS
B AlB 14/7 D(D-C)l 1. 37 WS
B A/B 14/7 D(D-C)2 0.97 WS
B AlB 14/7 D(F-C)l 1.35 WS
B NB 14/7 D(F-C)2 1.62 VIS
B NB 18/7 D(A-C)l 0.51 1.43 ~ WS@A J0.62 PC+PL+W+PT
B AlB 18/7 D(A-C) 2 0.66 0.56 PC+PS+PL
B A/B 18/7 D(A-C) 3 0.61 0.49 PC+PL+W+PS
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C)1 0.65 0.53 PC+PS+W+PL
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C) 2 0.54 WS+PC+PL
B AlB 18/7 D(D-C)3 0.61 0.50 PC+PS+W
B NB 13/7 D(F-C)l 0.67 0.57 PC+PS+PL
B AlB 18/7 D(F-C)2 0.70 0.56 PC+PS+W+PL





Yield Tensile Shear Def. at Mode of
Specimen Stress Stress Stress ult. Failure
Designation Ratio Ratio Ratio load
cryt/cr.y att/ault Tsul'tsa 0 Typeu
- -
,
A A/B 12/7 D(AA-C)1 1. 75 WS
A A/B 12/7 D(AA-C) 2 0.61 0.51 1. 28 WS+PS+PB
A A/B 12/7 D(AA-C)3 1.23 WS
A A/B 18/7 D(BB-C)l 0.70 0.56 PC+PS+W
A A/B 18/7 D(BB-C)2 0.57 0.49 PC+PS+W
GROUP 2 - EFFECTS OF WELD DIAMETER
ANB 12/7 C(E-AA) 1 WS
A NB 12/7 C(E-AA) 2 1. 05 WS
ANB 12/7 D(E-D)l 1.33 WS+PC+W
A A/B 12/7 D(E-D)2 1.47 WS+PC+W+PL
A A/B 12/7 D(E-D)3 1. 24 WS+PL
A A/B 18/7 C(E-AA) 1 0.56 0.45 PC+W+PS
A NB 18/7 C(E-AA) 2 0.42 0.34 PC+PS+W
A A/B 18/7 C(E-AA) 3 0.59 0.48 PC+PS+W
A E/B 24/7 C(E-AA) 1 0.18 PS+PB
A E/B 24/7 C(E-AA)2 0.22 0.22 PS+PB
A E/B 24/7 C(E-AA) 3 0.22 0.24 PS+PB
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C)l 0.29 0.29 PS+PT+PB+W
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C) 2 0.30 0.31 PS+PB+W
A E/B 24/7 D(E-C) 3 0.29 0.30 PS+PB+W
B NB 14/7 D(D-E)1 1.02 WS
B NB 14/7 D(D-E)2 1.65 WS+W
B A/B 14/7 D(D-E)3 WS
B E/B 28/7 C(C-AA) 1 0.29 0.28 PS+PB+W
B E/B 28/7 C(C-AA)2 0.28 0.27 PS+PB+W
B E/B 28/7 C(C-AA)3 0.29 0.29 PS+PB+W
B NB 18/7 C(D-AA) 1 1.46 WS
B A/B 18/7 C(D-AA) 2 1. 33 WS
B A/B 18/7 D(D-D)l 0.79 0.64 PC+PS+W
B A/B 18/7 D(D-D)2 0.83 0.68 PC+PS+W
B NB 18/7 D(D-D)3 0.84 0.70 PC+PS+W
GROUP 3 - MAXIMUM COVER PLATE 1HICKNESS
A A/B 10/7 D(E-CC)1 1.11 WS
A A/B 10/7 D(E-CC)2 1.03 WS
ANB 10/7 D(E-E)l 1.52 WS





Yield Tensile Shear Def. at Mode of
Specimen Stress Stress Stress ult. Failure
Designation Ratio Ratio Ratio load
oyt/Oy °tt/cru1t '!sulrsa °u Type
B AlB 14/7 D(E-D)l 1.41 "INS
B AlB 14/7 D(E-D)2 1.17 VIS
GROUP 4 - OBLONG WELDS
A AlB 18/7 Xl 0.80 0.70 PC+PS+PL
ANB 18/7 X2 0.81 0.70 PC+PT+PS+PL
A AlB 18/7 X3 0.83 0.68 PC+PT+PL
A AlB 18/7 Y1 0.67 0.59 PC+PT
A AlB 18/7 Y3 0.62 0.50 PC+PS+W+PT
A AlB 22/7 Xl 0.73 0.64 PC+PT+PL
A AlB 22/7 X2 0.74 0.63 PC+PT+PL
A AlB 22/7 X3 0.68 0.60 PC+PT+PL
A AlB 22/7 Y1 0.33 PC+PT+W
ANB 22/7 Y2 0.61 0.52 PC+PT+PS
A AlB 22/7 Y3 0.46 0.40 PC+PT+W
B AlB 18/7 Xl 0.82 0.68 PC+PT+PL
B AlB 18/7 X2 0.84 0.70 PC+PT+W
B AlB 18/7 X3 0.84 0.70 PC+PS+PT
B AlB 18/7 Y1 0.68 0.54 PC+W+PT
B AlB 18/7 Y2 0.72 0.59 PC+W+PT
B AlB 18/7 Y3 0.69 0.57 PC
B AlB 22/7 Xl 0.75 0.65 PC+PT+PL
B AlB 22/7 X2 0.74 0.64 PC+PT+PL
B AlB 22/7 X3 0.75 0.64 PC+PT+PL
B AlB 22/7 Y1 0.59 0.51 PC+PT+W
B AlB 22/7 Y2 0.60 0.52 PC+PT
B AlB 22/7 Y3 0.47 PC+PT+W
TABLE 6
PUDDLE IVELDS
CC}.lPARISON OF CALCULATED AND OBSERVED RESULTS
._.__._.. _------,--------- _ .•.•.._-._,--_.-
P1ilte \\'dd C.AIl:. WELD FAIL. CALC. COVER PLATE FAILlnU~
Specimen Thick. llia.
;'vsignation (Eq. 4) (Eq. 3) (Eq. 1) (Eq. 2)
t d .t\ 1\ AlA d d d P
ult Pult Plilt Pg n n g eg en en d 240 lilt
(obs.) (obs.) (calc. ) (calc.) t ---- (ca Ie.) (ea Ie.) lobs. )/<1--
y
in. in. Sq. in. Sq. in. in. in. in. kips kips kips kips
A NR 11./7 1J1IH:)l .101 0.1l9 0.55 0.44 0.81 0.59 0.53 0.47 15.7 8.81 < 37.46 19.2 20.6
1J(1l-C) 2
· III I 0.95 0.58 0.41 0.71 0.61 0.51 0.51 18.6 9.41 < 37.46 20.7 24.80y E 41.05 O(B-C)3 .102 0.90 0.57 0.37 0.65 0.60 0.49 0.48 16.1 8. ~1I < :'7.46 19.6 20.3
. • 1l(1;·C)I .101 0.90 0.61 0.48 0.79 0.62 0.5S 0.48 16.2 8.91 < 37.46 19.4 24.1
Gult - 54.)0 H(r-Cll. .1\11 1l.94 0.67 0.53 0.79 0.65 0.S8 0.51 U\.2 9.31 < 37.46 20.4 24.9
IllE-ell .101 0.93 O.6n 0.51 0.85 0.62 0.57 0.50 17.6 9.21 < 37.46 20.2 24. I '",,,
1l(l>C) 2 .101 n.98 n.M 0.5:' 0.83 0.64 0.58 0.53 2n.2 9.70 < 37.46 21.4 24.1
-'_. - --_._. _.. __ .. -~.' _.,_... - ~ -- -~- - _._._---- ---,_._.~
A AlB 18/7 HlH-C) I .OoP4 n.77 0.47 15.5 16.20 < 34.92 8.9 II. 7
D(IH:l2 · n47.\ 0.7t, 0.46 15.0 16.10 < 34.92 8.7 9.95
<1 - 47' Ir - . _0 U(BC)3
.0474 n.77 0.47 15.6 16.20 < 34.92 8.8 9.68
_. S'1 IIIl O(F·C) I .n472 O.711 0.48 16.3 16. SO < 34.92 8.9 II. 1
'\llt - . 0 0 1l(!'.C) Z
.0471 0.83 0.51 18.4 17.60 < 34.92 9.5 12.7
Il(F·Cp .04h'l n.85 0.52 19.1 18.10 < 34.92 9.7 11.8
1l(1'.'C) I .04hh 1l.84 0.52 19.1 18.00 < 34.92 9.5 !J.74
O(E C)2 .04h5 O.lll 0.50 17.7 17.40 < 34.92 9.2 11.5
1l(l>C) 3 .n472 0,75 0.45 14.3 15.90 < 34.92 8.6 10.8
~. -- ~ ..__ .
B NB 14/7 [l(Ae) 1 , I S, I. 01 n.45 0.:'0 0.b7 n.54 11.44 0.48 16.1 6.bO < :'8.41 24.8 17.2
II(A·C)2 · 1:,4 1. O~I 0.50 0.43 0.1l6 0.56 0.52 0.53 20.0 7.08 < 311.41 25.2 20.9C1 '" 3lJ 04Y .• 1l(lJ C) I · 1:l,) 1.08 U.37 0.30 0.81 0.49 0.44 0.S3 19.6 6.S4 < 38.41 24.8 16.1
D(II-C) 1. .155 0.99 n.35 0.31 0.80 0.47 0.44 0.40 15.0 6.39 < 38.41 22.1 11.8
<1 u1t z ·17.tl3 Il(l;-C)I .I:d 1. n4 n.41 0.28 0.68 n.51 0.42 n.50 17.5 6.75 < 38.41 23.6 14.8
Illl' Cl2 .IS\ 0.92 0.38 0.2tl 0.67 0.49 0.40 0.41 12. I 6.01 < .38.41 19.7 16.5
!.a!~I£-.!) (cont i nllcd)
PIIOOL!. NUllS
()\'.I'AR I SON OF CAI.CI II AIBI ANII OBSERVED JU:SlJI.TS
- ---- ---
CALC. ~'ELD FAIl.. CALC. COYER PLATE FAILUm:
(Eq. 4) (Eq. 3) (Eq. 1) (Eq. 2)
A AlA d d d Pu1t Pult Pult PUltg n n g cg en en d 240
(obs. ) (obs. ) (calc. ) (calc. ) t ~ (ca Ic.) (calc.) (obs.)y





































































0.56 22.2 10.70 < 34. ~l2 19.7 22 .4 v.
0.59 25.0 11.20 < 34. ~)2 20.9 24.5 lA
0.50 17.9 9.80 < 34.92 17.8 21.7
11.51 18.4 10.00 < 34.92 17.9 23. ·1
0.50 17.5 9.97 < 34.92 17.9 24. I
0.52 19.1 10.00 < 34.92 18.3 22.2
0.55 21.4 10.60 < 34.92 19.4 2·1. <)
0.58 23.8 11.20 < 34.92 20.3 24.5
0.56 22.2 10.80 < 34.92 19.5 24.0
_._----~-
0.60 25.4 10.59 < ....7.46 23.6 2\.5
OS\ 19.9 9.f>0 < ....7.46 21.2 22.5
0.48 Ill.3 8. ~1I < 37.46 I~). 4 14.0
., • >l1.IIS
v
I\fl./P> 18/7 IlIIWClI .I),I;'H
'I ~ r'.:1 Ilfflli-c)2 .(HiH
Y
















ClWARlSOO OF CALCULATED ANO OBSERVED RESULTS
-
Plate Weld CALC. WELD FAIL. CALC. COVER PLATE FAILURE
Specimen Thick. Via.
Designation (Eq. 4) (Eq. 3) (Eq. 1) (Eq. 2)
t d A A AiAg d d d Pult Pult Pult Pultg n eg en en 240d(obs.) (obs.) (calc.) (calc.) t ~ (calc. ) (calc. ) (ohs.)y
in. in. Sq. in. Sq. in. in. in. in. kips kips kips kips
CROllI' 2 - LFFLcr OF WUJI lllMn:rm ~
_.__._--~ -----
A A/R 12/7 C(E-M) I .101 0.82 0.21 0.18 0.86 0.37 0.34 0.42 12.5 8.12 < 37.46 17.5
0y" 41.05 C(E-M)2 .101 0.87 0.32 0.26 0.81 0.45 0.40 0.46 15.0 8.61 < 37.46 18.7 10.7
lllE-nll .101 0.98 0.66 0.55 0.83 0.65 0.59 0.53 19.9 9.70 < 37.46 21.4 28.7
0ult .5·1.90 0(E-Il)2 .101 0.98 0.53 0.46 0.87 0.58 0.54 0.53 19.9 9.70 < 37.46 21.4 26.5
DIE-U)3 .101 0.97 0.78 0.60 0.77 0.70 0.62 0.53 19.9 9.60 < 37.46 21.2 29.1
---_.__ .. _-_ .. -----_._-
A AIR IB/7 C(E-Mll .0473 0.64 0.38 10.2 13.53 < 34.92 7.2 8.98
l\ • 47.24 C({:-M) 2 .04b5 0.61 0.36 9.2 13.12 < 34.92 6.8 7.46
(J "59_00 CIE-M)3 .04bb 0.64 0.38 10.2 13.73 < 34.92 7.1 10.5
lilt
----------- ---------- ------------- - -------~----------------------
A E/B 24/7 CIE-M)l .0240 0.52 0.33 7.7 21.67 < 23.22 5.6 3.8
lly " IIltl.1l4 ClEM)2 .0240 0.54 0.34 8.2 22.50 < 23.22 5.8 4.48
C(I:-Mn .0240 0.54 0.34 8.2 22.50 < 23.22 5.8 4.9
0Ult" 1ll7.5b Il(l;-C)l .02·\0 0.70 0.45 14.3 29.17 > 23.22 4.8 u.O
O(E-C)!. .0241 O.bb 0.43 13.] 27.39 > 23.22 4.5 6.3
1l(l:Cn .0240 D.72 0.47 ]5.t> 30.00 > 23.22 5.0 6.16
_.. _. __ .~- _._~ ..,-,- - ---,_..__ .__ ._ .. _----
Table 6 (continued)
P[ffiDLE WELI~
(DIPAIUSON OF CALL1ILi\TED N-lD OBSERVED RESULTS
Plate Weld CALC. WELD FAIL. CALC. COVER PLATE FAILURE
Specimen Thick. Via.
;~signation (Eq. 4) (Eq. 3) (Eq. 1) (Eq. 2)
t d A A A/A d d d Pu1t Pult Pult Pultg n n g eg en en d 240(obs. ) (obs. ) (calc. ) (calc. ) t ;a;- (calc. ) (calc. ) (ohs. )
in. in. c . Sq. in. in. in. in. kips kips kips kips~. In.
11 A/II 14/7 D(D-E)l
0y = 39.04 D(D-E)2






























B E/B 28/7 C(C-M) 1
0y = 102.~ C:(C:-M)2

























B AlB 18/7 C(D-M)l .0934
0y = 47.24 C(D-M) 2 .0935
























B A/B 18/7 D(lH») [

























GRfl.IP 3 - MAX It-UI COVER PLATE "I1IICKNESS
----_ ..~._~--_. __._._-_._---_._._----_.~--
A AlB 10/7 D(E-CClI
() = 38.')8 D(E-CC)l


















































-_._,._-_._----_. ----,-~ ----_._.._",_ .._--_.-






























Shear Avg. Avg. Total Predict. Observ. MJde of
Str. of Weld Weld Cover Failure Failure Failure
Specimen Cover Length Width Plate Load Load
Designation Plate Thick. (Eq. 6)
'tult Lob dob L:t Pu1t Pu1t Type
(ksi) (in) (in) (in) (kips) (kips)
GROUP 4 - OBLONG WELDS
A AlB 18/7 Xl 39.33 1.96 0.58 0.095 10.79 15.60 B+C
A AlB 18/7 X2 39.33 1.88 0.63 0.094 10.68 IS. SO B+D
A AlB 18/7 X3 39.33 2.01 0.52 0.094 10.51 15.00 A+D
A AlB 18/7 Yl 39.33 1.36 0.54 0.094 8.22 13.10 B+D
A AlB 18/7 Y3 39.33 1.33 0.58 0.092 8.17 10.90 B+C
AA;B 22/7 Xl 33.31 2.15 0.47 0.060 5.80 7.61 A+C
A AlB 22/7 X2 33.31 2.21 0.47 0.060 5.92 7.50 B
A AlB 22/7 X3 33.31 1.95 0.42 0.059 5.16 7.06 A+D
A AlB 22/7 Y1 33.31 1.36 0.42 0.060 4.06 3.90 A+C
A AlB 22/7 Y2 33.31 1.30 0.40 0.058 3.75 6.04 B+D
A AlB 22/7 Y3 33.31 1.24 0.44 0.059 3.82 4.76 A+D
B AlB 18/7 Xl 39.33 1.91 0.65 0.188 21.81 30.20 B+D
B AlB 18/7 X2 39.33 1.91 0.69 0.188 22.29 31.10 B+D
B AlB 18/7 X3 39.33 2.01 0.64 0.187 22.32 31.00 B+D
B AlB 18/7 Y1 39.33 1. 30 0.60 0.187 16.62 23.90 B+D
B AlB 18/7 Y2 39.33 1.39 0.58 0.185 16.87 25.70 B+C
B AlB 18/7 Y3 39.33 1.40 0.58 0.186 17.03 24.90 B
B AlB 22/7 Xl 33.31 2.06 0.46 0.120 11.18 15.60 B+C
B AlB 22/7 X2 33.31 2.07 0.47 0.120 11.28 15.10 B+C
B AlB 22/7 X3 33.31 2.06 0.48 0.120 11.31 15.40 B+D
B AlB 22/7 Y1 33.31 1.42 0.50 0.120 8.88 12.10 B+C
B AlB 22/7 Y2 33.31 1.24 0.49 0.120 8.09 12.40 B+D
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Figure 3: Single-Sheet Oblong Puddle Weld Connection
Figure 4
41
Typical Plate Shearing and Tearing Failure
Figure 5 TYPical f1lltiple - Mode Failure
Figure 6
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Figure 9: Typical Load-Defol1ll.'ltion Curve for Primary Failure t-bde: Plate Tearing (PC)
10,0 I -T J
I Specimen:
~ it B AlB 28/7 C(C-AA)I
~ ~Pult.=9.18
Py =9.148.0 t----t---;-\------=-;------+---_-I-__----I
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Figure 10: Typical Load-Defonnation Curve for Primary Failure ~bde: Plate Shear (PS)
35.0 I Ii.
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